**B. SHEFFIELD BASSETT.**

We're ready with a larger variety than ever—

Swell Suits at $10, $15, and $15.

Trousers from $2.00 to $6.00 a pair.

Here you'll always find the best at a consistent price. The designers and tailors who produce these fellows have not our persistent demand for the best at a given price. If you wear clothes from this store you know what the storehouse—careful dressing—exact matching of trimming—a little better suit is every time is usually sold at prices. Give our show window some of your attention. The truth is plainly told there.

**Finest Lot of Overcoats Ever Shown**

is a fitting headpiece for the finest in Alfred.

Values Unprecedented: Suit or Overcoat. Our Prices, $8.00 to $22. Special Derby Hats at $2. Have No Equal. Let Us Be Your Tailor.

**B. SHEFFIELD BASSETT.**